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Announcing the release of InterSystems API Manager
I am happy to announce that InterSystems API Manager is now generally available. InterSystems API Manager
(IAM) is a new feature of the InterSystems IRIS Data Platform™, enabling you to monitor, control and govern traffic
to and from web-based APIs within your IT infrastructure.

The number of API deployments is skyrocketing across industries as more companies build service-oriented
application layers. As this number grows, software environments are becoming more distributed, making it critical
for API traffic to be properly governed and monitored. InterSystems API Manager provides ease of use by enabling
developers to route all traffic through a centralized gateway and forward requests to the appropriate target nodes.
Developers using InterSystems API Manager will also be able to:

Monitor all API traffic in a central location allowing users to identify and solve issues;
Control API traffic by throttling throughput, configuring allowable payload sizes, whitelist or blacklist IP
addresses, and take endpoints into maintenance mode;
Onboard internal and external developers by providing interactive API documentation through a dedicated
and customizable developer portal; and
Secure APIs in one central place.

InterSystems API Manager works with InterSystems IRIS or IRIS for Health 2019.2 and up. (Customers using
2019.2 need a new build, 2019.2.0.109.0, now available from the WRC Software Distribution Site).

In order to take advantage of IAM, partners require an InterSystems IRIS license that includes API Management
capabilities. This is available free of charge but InterSystems has to issue a new key to enable the functionality.

The IAM distribution is only available in container format. It can be downloaded from the WRC Software Distribution
site.

Documentation is part of the regular InterSystems IRIS documentation: InterSystems API Manager Documentation

The IAM version corresponding to this release is 0.34-1-1.

 

Additional resources

The official Press Release can be found here: InterSystems IRIS Data Platform 2019.2 introduces API
Management capabilities

A short animated overview video: What is InterSystems API Manager

An 8-minute video walking you through some of the key highlights: Introducing InterSystems API Manager

A technical introduction on the developer community is now available: Introducing InterSystems API Manager
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